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Blood pressure is vital sign information that physicians often need as preliminary data 

for immediate intervention during emergency situations or for regular monitoring of people 

with cardiovascular diseases. Despite the availability of portable blood pressure meters in the 

market, they are not regularly carried by people, creating a need for an ultra-portable 

measurement platform or device that can be easily carried and used at all times. One such 

device is the smartphone which, according to comScore survey is used by 26.2% of the US 

adult population. 

The mass production of these phones with built-in sensors and high computation 

power has created numerous possibilities for application development in different domains 

including biomedical. Motivated by this capability and their extensive usage, this thesis 

focuses on developing a blood pressure measurement platform on smartphones. 

Specifically, I developed a blood pressure measurement system on a smart phone 

using the built-in camera and a customized external microphone. The system consists of first 

obtaining heart beats using the microphone and finger pulse with the camera, and finally 

calculating the blood pressure using the recorded data. I developed techniques for finding the 

best location for obtaining the data, making the system usable by all categories of people. 

The proposed system resulted in accuracies between 90-100%, when compared to traditional 

blood pressure meters. 

The second part of this thesis presents a new system for remote heart beat 

monitoring using the smart phone. With the proposed system, heart beats can be transferred 



live by patients and monitored by physicians remotely for diagnosis. The proposed blood 

pressure measurement and remote monitoring systems will be able to facilitate information 

acquisition and decision making by the 9-1-1 operators. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Blood pressure plays a key role in diagnosing a person's health condition in both emer-

gency situations and on a regular basis. Physicians often need preliminary data such as

patient's blood pressure and heart rate for immediate intervention during emergency situa-

tions. However, gathering this data can be di�cult if not impossible during an emergency,

especially if the physician is not at the site. Blood pressure measurement equipment available

in today's market are the sphygmomanometer [19] and the automated wrist blood pressure

monitor [30]. But, even though these devices are portable, people may not regularly carry

them to their work or recreation places. So there is a need for a device which will be with

people at all times and can be used for measuring blood pressure where standard devices

are unavailable; such a device is the smart phone. The main goal of this research is to

demonstrate that a single smart phone can be used to accurately measure a person's blood

pressure. In later stages of discussion I describe the methodologies used for developing an

application on smart phones for estimating the blood pressure. However, prior to describing

the methodology, I must classify the need for measuring blood pressure, the evolution of

di�erent physiologies for measuring it and basically what blood pressure is and its e�ects.

1.1. Motivation

People with cardiovascular diseases or any other heart related disorder need regular

monitoring on their heart rate and blood pressure [7]. Even during emergency situations

physicians need some information on patients' conditions to give immediate instructions for

people around the victim to prevent worsening of the situation. For all these situations there

is need for a portable device which can report a person's heart rate and blood pressure. Even

though we have portable devices for measuring blood pressure in market, most of them are

usually found in conjunction with medical personnel and located in doctors' o�ces, hospitals,
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and EMT(emergency medical technician) vehicles. They are speci�c to their purpose and

need not be carried by people at all times. So we need a multipurpose equipment which will

be with people at all times; such device is smart phone. Motivated by Vikram's [17] work in

developing a methodology for blood pressure estimation using two smart phones, I proposed

a technique for estimating blood pressure using single smart phone. My goal is to overcome

the drawbacks existing in Vikram's methodology by reducing the number of required smart

phones to one. To enhance the quality of estimation, two supporting techniques, location

detection and remote monitoring of heart beats have been proposed. My goal is to develop

a system for estimating the blood pressure which is

� Simple to use

� Accurate nearest to the traditional devices

� Completely portable and not bulky

1.1.1. Evolution of Blood Pressure Measurement Techniques

The �rst blood pressure measuring device was Stephen Hale's tube. In 1733 he inserted

a glass tube into a horse's artery [16]. Because of pressure generated by heart due to pumping

action, blood level rise in the tube was observed. In 1847, Carl Ludwig, a German physician,

performed the �rst recording of human blood pressure when he inserted a catheter into a

patient's artery [3]. As these techniques were dangerous for humans, the method could not

be used in treatments. In 1881 Samuel Karl Ritter invented the sphygmomanometer using a

water-�lled bag wrapped around the arm [18]. The bag occluded the brachial artery allowing

the physician to measure a person's blood pressure. As an advancement of this technique in

1896 Italian physician Scipione Riva-Rocci introduced the mercury sphygmomanometer [12]

which used an inated cu� around the upper arm; this is the method used to today as a

traditional protocol. In 1905, Nikolai Korotko� observed the sounds made by the arteries when

the inatable cu� was being tightened and loosened. He used Korotko�'s auscuilatory method

to interpret the sounds and measure diastolic blood pressure [33]. Recently, automated blood
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pressure devices came into use which estimated the mean arterial pressure by using the

sensors and air-�lled cu� around the arm. Due to accuracy issues in these devices, another

method has been developed which uses a photoplethysmography technique to calculate the

blood pressure. However, these devices are not as widely used as patients do not �nd it

comfortable to carry them at all times.

Research has been ongoing to �nd a way to eliminate the discomfort and inconvenience

of traditional blood pressure equipment. In 2010, Vikram [17] developed a technique for

estimating the blood pressure using two smart phones. This technique was not comfortable

for the people to make use of it due to the complications and drawbacks existing in it.

This technique requires two smart phones, which is tough to handle during blood pressure

estimation and is not a real time application.

1.1.2. Technical Background of Blood Pressure Measurement

Figure 1.1 shows a transverse section of artery, arm and cu� system. As explained

Figure 1.1. Transverse section of artery-arm-cu� system, Vc denotes the volume of

air in cu�, Source: [31]

by Dorothee et al. [19], in 1896 Riva Rocci introduced a method for indirect measurement

of blood pressure, Rocci based this technique on measuring the external pressure necessary
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to compress the brachial artery. Rocci obstructed the artery by wrapping a inatable cu�

on upper arm, and by inating the cu� until the pressure in the cu� exceeded that in the

artery. By occluding the artery, the transmitted pulse waves can no longer be felt after the

point of occlusion. By reducing the pressure in the cu�, the pulsatile blood ow reappears

through the partially compressed artery (Korotko� sounds),i.e, repetitive sounds generated

by the pulsatile ow of blood. The cu�'s pressure is reected by the level on the mercury

meter to which the cu� is connected. The pressure at which the �rst Korotko� sound is

heard is the maximum pressure generated during the cardiac cycle: the systolic pressure. The

level at which the sounds disappear permanently, when the artery is no longer compressed and

the blood ow is completely restored is called as the diastolic pressure. During the deation

of the cu�, the Korotko� sounds change in quality and intensity [20]. The �ve phases of

changes are characterized below.

1) First appearance of clear, repetitive, tapping sounds which coincides approximately with

the reappearance of a palpable pulse.

2) Sounds become softer and longer, with the quality of a periodic murmur.

3) Sounds again become crisp and loud.

4) Sounds become less distinct, softer, and mu�ed.

5) At last the sounds disappear completely.

The Korotko� sounds can be quite informative. They become inaudible during stages

1 or 3, and the sounds to reappear the pressure in the cu� is reduced further. This period

of silence, with uctuating systolic pressure, common in older and hypertensive patients, is

referred to as an auscultatory gap. In patients, the physician may detect a beat-to-beat

variation in the intensity of Korotko� sounds. For example, during inspiration the venous

return to the right atrium causes an increase and decrease of stroke volume in right and

left ventricle respectively. Physicians consider this change normal when it falls in a 2 to 4
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mmHg range and abnormal when the change exceeds 10 mmHg. With this information, the

physician knows which classi�cation his patient �ts.

Typically, physicians measure blood pressure using a mercury sphygmomanometer [26]

which consists of a pressure cu�, a manometer, a bladder and a gauge to show the blood

pressure values. To measure a person's blood pressure, the physician wraps the cu� tightly

around the upper arm about an inch above the elbow. Since the upper arm is closest to the

heart, measuring here eliminates errors due to upow/downow of blood. Figure 1.2 shows

the setup of traditional sphygmomanometer used for measuring a human's blood pressure.

Next, the physician locates the brachial artery in the elbow and places a stethoscope over it

Figure 1.2. Traditional setup of sphygmomanometer,Source:Adam Inc.

to listen for sounds produced during the process. Using the bladder the physician inates the

cu� until the artery is completely obstructed by the cu� pressure. At this point, the physician

will not hear sounds produced by owing blood. Then, the physician deates the cu� by

gradually reducing the cu� pressure at a rate of 2-3 mmHg/second. At a speci�c threshold,

the artery opens slightly which counteracts the pressure induced by the external cu�. When

this occurs the physician can hear sounds in the brachial artery through a stethoscope. The

cu� pressure corresponding to this �rst sound is the systolic pressure. The physician further
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reduces the cu� pressure, and when the sounds due to blood ow can no longer be heard,

the physician takes that cu� pressure as the diastolic pressure.

1.1.3. Blood Pressure

Blood pressure (BP), the amount of force applied on the walls of our arteries when

the blood is forced throughout our body, depends upon factors such as the amount of blood

in the body, the heart's pumping rate, the exibility of the arterial walls, and resistance

to blood ow due to the size of the arteries. Our blood pressure changes continuously

depending upon a number of factors such as our emotional and physical states and our posture,

activity, temperature, diet, and medication use. To account for these factors, a human's

body possesses unique mechanisms that regulate our blood ow. Whenever a person's blood

pressure drops, these mechanisms act to increase the heart rate to pump more blood. Arterial

walls contract to increase the BP. Physicians look for two numbers measured in millimeters

of mercury (mmHg) to detect these changes.

� Systolic pressure represents the amount of pressure applied in the arteries when the

heart contracts

� Diastolic pressure represents the amount of pressure on arteries when the heart is

at rest.

From these numbers, they can determine whether the patient's health is normal or

needs medical attention. Physicians consider whether the blood pressure reading falls into

one of �ve categories. hypotension, normal, prehypertension, stage 1 hypertension and stage

2 hypertension. Table 1.1 shows the ranges for �ve categories of blood pressure [4].

1.2. Existing Techniques

Smart phone, a high-end mobile phone, can also be used for multimedia purposes.

According to comScore survey 26.2% of US adults use smart phones in their daily lives [5].

Smart phones today provide users with high-quality sensors, a microphone and a camera
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Table 1.1. Blood pressure categories

Systolic Pressure Diastolic Pressure Category

<90 <60 Hypotension

90-120 60-80 Normal

121-139 or 81-89 Prehypertension

140-159 or 90-99 Stage 1 Hypertension

� 160 or =100 Stage 2 Hypertension

with ash making them increasingly popular. I have made use of these features provided

in the smart phones to develope a methodology for estimating blood pressure. I selected

Android because it is an open source operating system, making modi�cations necessary for

our application easier to implement. I used the Google smart phone Nexus One [10] in my

research. An optical technique photoplethysmography which is used in our methodology is

discussed in the next section.

1.2.1. Photoplethysmography(PPG)

In my methodology I require a technique which can record a body's blood ow. A

suitable technique is photoplethysmography (PPG). PPG is an optical technique used to

identify the synchronous blood volume changes in the tissue with each heart beat [29, 14].

PPG technology requires a light-emitting device. Usually, the wavelengths are red and near-

infrared. A photo detector captures the variations in light intensity. This approach has become

common in medicine. Several devices, such as pulse oximeters, use photoplethysmography

to calculate oxygen saturation, heart rate, and blood pressure.

The blood volume changes in tissues can be recorded at di�erent locations. Figure 1.3

as described in [14] shows the comparison between PPG waveforms at di�erent locations on

human body. While similarities can be found between the left and right sides of the body,

clear di�erences occur between di�erent sites.
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Figure 1.3. PPG waveforms at di�erent locations on human body

1.2.2. Reduction of Components

Vikram [17] proposed a technique for cu�-less di�erential estimation, which consisted

of three phases. In the �rst phase, using two mobile phones, one for recording heart sounds

using a in-built microphone and the other phone for recording �nger pulse using an built-

in camera. Before starting recording of data, Vikram synchronized the two mobiles using

a Bluetooth synchronization protocol so that the two mobiles would have the same system

clock time. The second phase focused on localization of heart sounds on the chest. The third

phase required calculating vascular transit time (VTT), ejection time (ET), systolic pressure
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(Ps), pulse pressure (Pp) and diastolic pressure(Pd). Figure 1.4 as shown in [17] depicts the

setup of blood pressure estimation using two mobile phones.

Figure 1.4. Blood pressure estimation setup

Vikram's approach begins with synchronizing the time between two mobile phones

using Bluetooth. After synchronization, one mobile records the pulse in the �nger with the

camera using a video recording application. An LED ash lights up when the application

starts. Then, the video recording's start-time is saved in the phone`s SD card. Similarly, the

second mobile starts recording the heart sounds using an audio recording application with the

phone`s microphone held close to the chest. Figure 1.5 shows the synchronization mechanism

between the two mobile phones.

Vikram analyzed the video and audio signals o�ine using MATLAB. Figure 1.6 shows

the sequential execution of blood pressure estimation. The signals were synchronized based

on their start time. The vascular transit time was calculated from these two synchronized
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Figure 1.5. Bluetooth synchronization mechanism

Figure 1.6. Working of di�erential estimation of blood pressure

signals to estimate the systolic pressure. The stroke volume and pulse pressure were used for

estimating the diastolic pressure.
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Physicians often would like speci�c patients to regularly monitor their blood pressure

regardless of where they are and what activity they are engaged in. However, patients are

reluctant or unable to use currently available blood pressure measuring devices. In addition,

during emergencies, using the available time properly is critical, but lack of portable blood

pressure devices may decrease the window of opportunity in treating a patient. Vikram's work

suggests that we can develop an application to measure BP for use on a device that became

ubiquitous. During emergency situations and for regular diagnosis there's a need for all time

available and portable device to measure blood pressure where the traditional devices cannot

be used. But in di�erential estimation with two mobiles proposed by Vikram [17], the setup

consisted of two mobile phones with a bluetooth synchronization protocol being implemented

between them before starting the measurement and could not meet the basic requirements.

Even though this technique promised accurate results it has many drawbacks, because it

� Requires two mobiles, which users may �nd tough to handle

� Needs synchronization of two mobiles using Bluetooth

� Is not social

� Heart sounds can be recorded only on bare chest, so the user may not be able to

take readings in public

� Takes long time for measurement because of synchronization and o�ine analysis

� Not a complete real time application, need to perform o�ine analysis

I propose a method for estimating the blood pressure using a single smart phone. This

device must meet the following criteria. It should

� localize the heart beats and �nger pulse

� be completely portable

� not be bulky

� be social

� be automated and work in real time
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� be useful for all varieties of people

� be accurate close enough to the traditional devices

The outline of the thesis is discussed in the next section.

1.3. Outline of Thesis

This thesis focuses mainly on three di�erent techniques

1) Heart beat localization

2) Blood pressure estimation using a smart phone

3) Remote heart beat monitoring

Chapter 1 gives a clear picture of blood pressure and di�erent techniques used for

estimation of blood pressure. In Chapter 2, the requirement of heart beat localization and

the setup used for localizing the heart beat along with methodology and results are clearly dis-

cussed. Chapter 3 discusses about the setup used for blood pressure estimation, methodology,

architecture of automated estimation, results along with sensitivity analysis and limitations.

In Chapter 4, remote heart beat monitoring with its architecture and methodology are clearly

explained. Chapter 5, shows the software design of the application I have developed. Finally

the thesis is concluded in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2

HEART BEAT AND FINGER PULSE LOCALIZATION

2.1. Introduction

For estimating a person's blood pressure using a smart phone I record the heart sounds

and �nger pulse using microphone and camera respectively. To obtain accurate blood pressure

recordings, the microphone must be placed at the most appropriate location on the chest

to more clearly hear the heart sounds. The camera, with its ash on, must be placed over

the �nger. To obtain accurate recordings of the pulse, there must be a moderate amount of

pressure to accurately record pulse variations. To assure accurate results with the proposed

methodology, I need to identify the best locations for recording the heart sounds and �nger

pulse. I propose a methodology for localizing the heart sounds and the �nger pulse.

2.2. Heart Beat Localization

The heart's opening and closing of the atrioventricular valves produces sounds which

can be measured to determine blood pressure [2]. Figure 2.1 shows the locations of heart

sounds over the chest [8]. My concern is determining where on the chest these sounds can

be best heard by using the customized external microphone (explained in greater details in

Chapter 3). This microphone can record heart sounds necessary to calculate blood pressure

measurement. On the chest, the place where the heart sounds are more audible is the

appropriate location for recording; the audibility can be judged based on the amplitude levels

of the recorded signal.

With a mobile application I can achieve two goals simultaneously, 1) record the heart

sounds using speci�ed microphone and identify the peaks and 2) I can ensure that the micro-

phone is at optimum location by examining the heart sound's amplitude levels.
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Figure 2.1. Heart sound locations, mitral(M), tricuspid(T), aortic(A) and pulmonary(P)

During recording the heart sounds, the data is saved to a bu�er. Once the bu�er is

�lled, the data is processed for the audio intensity values. Using the peak detection algo-

rithm 5, I identify the audio sample's peaks. In this process, three threshold values of the

Algorithm 1 Audibility categorization

INPUT:Amplitude values of Audio peaks Pa

OUTPUT:Category of the given data

Peak = Pa

if Peak � 400 then

Rate the data as Level 1

end if

if Peak � 600 then

Rate the data as Level 2

end if

if Peak � 800 then

Rate the data as Level 3

end if

amplitude levels have interest. These values are drawn from an analysis of over 50 audio

samples. By comparing the peak's amplitude levels with the framed threshold values, I rated
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the heart-beat sounds from 1 to 3. The higher the rating the better I determined the audibil-

ity to be. Algorithm 1 describes the categorization of heart sounds' audibility. By using the

information this process provides, a user can move the microphone to various locations to

rest for a 2-second period, which allowed for re-calculation. This relocation is necessary only

until the rating is calculated to be 3. Once locations with a 3 rating is identi�ed, the actual

measurement of blood pressure (discussed in Chapter 3), can begin. Figure 2.2 describes the

process of heart beat localization.

Figure 2.2. Procedure of heart beat localization

To assist the user to decide if an appropriate location has been identi�ed, I provide a

visualization of the heart sounds on the smart phone's screen.The audio samples are scaled

by a fraction of ten, for all the samples to �t on the screen. This visual is a waveform of

heart sounds obtained as the application searches for optimal locations. The visual resembles

that of an ECG waveform.

2.3. Pulse Localization

The second technical issue that I needed to address if I developed a single-device

application for measuring blood pressure was how I could ensure that a user could easily
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provide �nger pulse data through the smart phone. The major problem was that the user had

to apply su�cient but not excessive pressure for the camera to accurately record the blood

ow. If there is too much or too little pressure, the recorded intensity of the ash's light

becomes distorted. So, my application required a way to ensure that the subject applied a

moderate amount of pressure to supply the user with proper guidance for recording the �nger

pulse, I developed a method to analyze the handling of the camera over the �nger.

In my application, I use the camera preview function to analyze the �nger position.

The �nger must be over the lens before measurement begins. To make this determination

during the preview, I record the incoming frames in a bu�er and analyze them. Every video

frame consists of three color components Red, Blue and Green. In my application I consider

only the Red component as it is observed to be the most dominant color in all the frames.

Blue and Green tend not to appear when the camera lens is blocked by a �nger. In identifying

red pixels, my algorithm considers only the �rst quarter of each frame because uctuations in

video occur mostly during this quarter. Decisions based on this data will su�ciently accurate

to determine whether the �nger is properly placed with correct pressure. Figure 2.3 shows

the process of �nger pulse localization using the developed application.

Once my application has recorded a su�cient number of frames during preview, I can

categorize them based on their intensity levels. Using the algorithm 2, I detect the peaks

and valleys and calculate their amplitude values. Thereafter, I categorize the given frames

in to three levels as described in algorithm 2, the higher the level based on the amplitude

values ,the better the incoming frames are. Using my rating system, when the level is high,

the camera position in relation to the �nger and the applied pressure are most suitable for

obtaining accurate pulse readings. When the level is low, either the camera position or the

�nger pressure needs to be adjusted.
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Algorithm 2 Pulse localization

INPUT: T = x1; x2; x3:::::xN; N

fVideo Framesg

INPUT: k = 5

fWindow Size around a peakg

INPUT: h = 1:5

fUsually 1�h�3g

OUTPUT:P; V

fSet of detected peaks and valleysg

O = �

fInitially emptyg

for (i=1;i�n;i++) do

a[i ]=S1(k; i ; xi ; T );

fCompute peak function value for each of N points using equation 9 g

end for

Compute Mean m' and standard deviation s' for all positive values in array a;

for (i=1;i�n;i++) do

fremove local peaks which are greater in the contextg

if a[i]>0 && (a[i]-m')>(h*s') then

P=PU(xi);

end if

if a[i]<0 && (a[i]-m')<(h*s') then

V=V U(xi);

end if

end for
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Figure 2.3. Procedure of �nger pulse localization

2.4. Results

Using the methodology described, I recorded heart beats at various locations in the

chest region. After analyzing the recorded data, I established the audibility levels for the

locations and determined which locations provided poor, acceptable, and optimal sites for

locating heart sounds. Figure 2.4 presents the results of my analysis of heart sound audibility.

From these results, I determined that those sites with an audibility rating of 3 would be the

most suitable locations for microphone placement.

In the implemented version of the blood pressure measurement application, the user

can see a display. This helps normal users to easily identify the appropriate location. This

application was validated with di�erent people who were asked to �nd the appropriate place

over the chest where their heart sounds are more audible. The users conveyed the position

on the chest where the heart sounds were highly audible as shown in Table 2.1. and they

rated their experience with the application over a scale of 10. The collected user experiences
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Algorithm 2 Pulse localization(continued)

Order peaks and valleys in P and V interms of increasing index in T

fretain only one peak of the set of peaks and valleys within a distance of kg

for every adjacent pair of peaks xi and xj in P and V

if (j-i)�k then

remove all the larger values of xi ; xj from P

end if

if (j-i)�k then

remove all the larger values of xi ; xj from V

end if

Peak-Valley = Pv

if Peak � 900000 then

Rate the data as Level 1

end if

if Peak-Valley � 9000000 then

Rate the data as Level 2

end if

if Peak-Valley � 90000000 then

Rate the data as Level 3

end if

were drafted in Table 2.2. Most of the users were able to �nd their best location over their

chest near the mitral and pulmonary valves, described in Figure 2.1.

I di�erentiated between good and bad readings of �nger pulse using the proposed

methodology. Figure 2.5 shows the categories of �nger pulse waveforms. My analysis suggests

that my proposed application does assist users to identify the appropriate amount of pressure
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.4. Comparison of audibility of heart sounds at di�erent locations on chest

(a) Appropriate location (b) Acceptable location (b) Poor location (d) Bad location

they have to apply over the camera lens and to correctly position their �nger when recording

their pulse.

2.5. Summary

To ensure that I was accurately recording the date necessary to measure blood pressure

using a Smart Phone, I explored several technical issues. First, I was concerned that micro-

phone location could a�ect the quality of data. I also considered that users would want and

expect an application that could be easily used. Through a series of tests, I determined what

the optimal locations would be for placing a microphone to obtain the best audible signals.

These locations can easily be implemented in a blood pressure measurement application.
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Table 2.1. User review on heart beat localization

Subject Age(years) Height(cm) Weight(lbs) Position

Subject1 36 180 198 Near the Mitral Valve

Subject2 36 165 151.8 Left side of the chest below armpit

Subject3 26 170 154 Near the Pulmonary valve

Subject4 23 175 120 Near the Mitral Valve

Subject5 24 165 162 Near the Pulmonary valve

Subject6 23 170 143 Near the Mitral valve

Subject7 28 174 141 Near the Mitral valve

Subject8 27 179 141 Near the Pulmonary valve

Table 2.2. User review on heart beat localization

Subject Comfortable level

Subject1 8/10

Subject2 7/10

Subject3 8/10

Subject4 8.5/10

Subject5 8/10

Subject6 7.5/10

Subject7 7.5/10

Subject8 7/10

My second concern was how to obtain the best data when subjects might not initially

understand how to place their �nger on the camera nor how much pressure would yield the

desired data results. Through a series of tests, I was able to localize the optimal locations for

heart sounds and �nger pulse. Accompanying this concern was a desire to ensure that the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.5. Waveforms obtained with (a)Optimal pressure (b) Acceptable pressure

(c) High pressure (d) Low pressure

user could see visually, through the smart-phone screen, a representation of the pressure they

were applying and adjust that pressure to reach the optimum necessary. My results indicated

that such a feature could easily be implemented in the application. In summary, I faced

technical obstructions to creating a Smart Phone application which could process and report

blood pressure measurements: accurate microphone placement for heart sounds measurement

and acceptable �nger placement and pressure for pulse measurement. As described in this

chapter, I have been able to eliminate the obstacles.
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CHAPTER 3

BLOOD PRESSURE ESTIMATION USING SINGLE SMART PHONE

3.1. Introduction

Even though blood pressure estimation using two smart phones discussed in Chapter

1 promised accurate results, due the drawbacks in the proposed method, I developed a new

method of blood pressure estimation using a single smart phone. Two-phone approach ex-

plained in [17] assumes a person can anticipate needing the bulky equipment in an emergency.

However, such is impossible. The use a of a single phone increases the likelihood that blood

pressure can be estimated in an emergency situation. The proposed methodology uses the

smart-phone's built-in camera with LED ash and a customized external microphone. The

application developed using the proposed methodology consists of two di�erent processes for

�nger pulse and heart sounds recording. The recorded data is processed and analyzed within

the mobile. Figure 3.1 shows the architecture of blood pressure estimation in a single smart

phone. The methodology and the test setup are discussed in the next sections.

Figure 3.1. Architecture of blood pressure estimation in a single smart phone
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Due to the drawbacks in simultaneous use of in-built camera and microphone during

testing, I designed an external microphone which can be used for recording heart sounds.

Section 3.3 gives clear picture on the design and working of the customized external micro-

phone.

3.2. Terminologies Used

� SV - stroke volume: The Volume of blood pumped by the heart in one beat.

� Ps - systolic pressure: The blood pressure during contraction of heart.

� Pd - diastolic pressure: The blood pressure during relaxation of heart.

� Pp - pulse pressure: The di�erence between the systolic and diastolic pressure.

� HR - heart rate/pulse rate: The number of heartbeats per minute.

� ET - ejection time: Time taken for the opening and closure of the aortic valve.

� BSA - body surface area: Physiological term to measure or calculate the surface

area of the human body.

� V TT - vascular transit time: The transmission delay of the �rst heart sound to be

felt as a pulse in �nger.

3.3. Preparing the Setup for Blood Pressure Estimation

The �rst requirement for making the blood pressure estimation application work on a

single mobile is a high sensitive external microphone. An external microphone is required due

to two main reasons

� Using an in-built microphone and camera at same time on chest and �nger respec-

tively is not comfortable for the user and could not yield good results.

� An in-built microphone is ine�cient for recording heart sounds

For recording heart sounds, I designed an external microphone compatible for mobile phones.

This design consists of an acoustic stethoscope diaphragm, hollow tube, 3.5mm mini-plug

condenser microphone with frequency response 50-18,000Hz [6] and a 3.5mm microphone
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adapter for mobile phones [9]. I attached the diaphragm to one end of hollow tube and

microphone to other end of the hollow tube. Figure 3.2 shows the customization of external

microphone.

Figure 3.2. Design of customized external microphone

When the diaphragm is placed on subject's chest, body sounds vibrate the diaphragm

creating acoustic pressure waves which travel through the hollow tube and the microphone

which is attached at the other end of hollow tube captures the acoustic waves and transfers

them to the mobile phone. Figure 3.3 shows the actual setup of mobile phone used for blood

pressure estimation.

Figure 3.3. Actual mobile phone setup with customized external microphone

3.4. Methodology

Blood Pressure can be estimated using a single smart phone by recording the �nger

pulse with mobile phone camera and the heart sounds using a customized external microphone.
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Figure 3.4 shows the procedure of Blood Pressure Estimation in a single mobile. Using the

Figure 3.4. Blood pressure estimation test setup: Pulse signals are obtained using the

mobile camera when the �nger is placed over the lens and heart sounds are recorded

simultaneously using the customized external microphone by placing the diaphragm

over the chest as shown.

mobile phone camera and LED ash I record the �nger pulse by placing the �nger over the

camera lens and LED ash. A moderate amount of pressure needs to be applied over the

camera lens as amplitude variations may occur if very low or very high pressures are applied.

The application developed using the methodology described in Chapter 2 guides the user in

placing the �nger over the camera lens appropriately for better recording. Heart sounds are

recorded by the placing the diaphragm of customized external microphone over the chest,

perfect location for recording the heart sounds need to be localized as discussed in Chapter 2.

Subjects are trained on handling the setup before taking readings. The video-audio recording

application records the �nger pulse at a frame rate of 25fps, 720 x 480 resolution and audio

at a sampling rate of 8kHz. An Led ash lights up when the application is started, the

application stores the recorded video and audio in the sdcard along with their start and stop

times. The start times of video and audio processes are used for synchronous start of the

recorded signals. Figure 1.6 shows the sequential execution in the process of bloodpressure

estimation.
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The audio and video data collected are processed in the mobile phone. Both the

signals start at the same instance using the o�set calculated from the timestamps stored in

the sdcard of mobile phone. Let Sv be the starting time of video and Sa be the starting

time of audio, the di�erence between the two values shows the time by which one signal is

ahead/lagging by other signal. Algorithm 3 shows the procedure used for synchronous start

of the two signals [17].

Next step is to identify the corresponding heart beat for every �nger pulse, Figure 3.5

shows the identi�cation of corresponding audio and video peaks.

Figure 3.5. Identi�cation of peaks: In the �gure, S1 and S2 are the �rst and second

heart sounds respectively. And sys represents the systolic peak of the pulse, dia repre-

sents the diastolic peak of the pulse. Vascular transit time(VTT) is the time di�erence

between the origination of S1 in Audio to the appearance of corresponding sys peak in

video

I am able to clearly distinguish the S1, S2 peaks obtained from the audio plot and

sys, dia peaks obtained from the video plot. The time di�erence between S1 peak of audio

signal and corresponding sys peak of video signal is the Vascular Transit Time (VTT), which

is the time taken for the blood to travel from heart to the extremity of the body. J.Foo et
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al. [21] calculated the VTT and Blood Pressures of di�erent people at di�erent postures and

developed a regression equation that related the VTT to changes in Blood Pressure.

(1) 4Systol icP ressure = �0:425�4V TT

Basing on the theoretical values of blood pressure and Vascular Transit Time and

based on equation 1 a relation between systolic pressure and VTT was developed [17].

(2) Systol icP ressure(Ps) = �0:425� V TT + 214

On using the equation 2 in my methodology I observed a variation in the systolic

pressure values measured using the mobile phone and traditional blood pressure meter. So

basing on the equation 2 and 3 an equation is developed for calculating the systolic pressure

using my methodology.

Equation 3 is used for determining the calibration constant for hundreds of measure-

ments and an average of all the obtained values is considered for better accuracy.

(3) Constant = ((214� PAs)=0:425)� V TTm

� PAs -Actual Systolic Pressure

� V TTm -Measured Vascular Transit Time

So the equation 4 is used for estimating the systolic pressure in a smart phone using my

methodology. Figure 3.6 shows a comparison between the systolic pressure values measured

using my methodology and traditional blood pressure meter on using the equations 2 and 4.

(4) Systol icP ressure(Ps) = �0:425� V TT + 237:78
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Figure 3.6. Comparison of systolic pressure with actual (a) On using equation 2 (b)

On using equation 4

For estimating the diastolic pressure, stroke volume and pulse pressure are to be

determined. Using equation 5 [22, 17] the stroke volume can be determined, provided the

age, height and weight of the subject are known.

(5) SV (mL) = �6:6 + 0:25� (ET � 35)� 0:62�HR + 40:4� BSA� 0:51� Age

where ET(ms) is the ejection time, and BSA (Body Surface Area) is given by

BSA = 0:007184�Weight0:425 �Height0:725

The time di�erence between the opening and closure of the aortic valve during a single

pulse is known as Ejection time. The intensity of the video frame increases when there is no

blood ow; hence, the dips in the graph represent actual blood ow identi�ed from the video

frames. Figure 3.7 shows the determination of the ET value from the graph for a single pulse

recorded from a video stream.

N�urnberger, et al. reported success in their paper [27] on determining pulse wave

velocity from Left Ventricular ejection time using a phonocardiogram(electronic stethoscope)
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Figure 3.7. Video intensity of a single pulse: The peaks shown correspond to the

opening and closure of aortic value in the heart. Ejection Time(ET) is given by the

di�erence in time between opening and closure

to estimate ET. In my setup I used N�urnberger et al.'s method to estimate the Ejection Time

using an audio signal of heart sounds recorded using the smart phone.

Jose Al�e, et al. [24] investigated the contribution of stroke volume to the change in

pulse pressure with age. Their analysis of pulse pressure on 77 men of varying age groups

led them to propose a relation between pulse pressure and stroke volume 6 based upon the

subject's age, weight and heart rate of the subject.

(6) Pp =
SV

(0:013�Weight � 0:007� age � 0:004�HR) + 1:307

Using pulse pressure calculated using 6 and systolic pressure value calculated through

equation 2 an equation 7 for calculating the diastolic pressure is generated.

(7) Diastol icP ressure(Pd) = Systol icP ressure(Ps)� PulseP ressure(Pp)� 8:38

In my study I use both equations 6 and 7 for estimating the diastolic pressure.

3.4.1. Analysis

Using the red color intensities from video frames and audio data, I am able to calculate

both the heart sounds and �nger pulse. By analyzing the calculated intensity values of both
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video and audio signals, systolic and diastolic pressure can be estimated using the stated

equations. For analysing �nger pulse and heart sounds, I propose a few methods to perform

real time analysis on data within the mobile. The proposed methods are discussed in detail

in the next sections.

Estimation of Red Intensities from Video Frames. Every video consists of frames recorded

at a speci�c frame rate and each frame consists of pixels, the smallest addressable element

in a frame. In blood pressure estimation I record the �nger pulse with camera at a frame rate

of 25fps and at a resolution of 720X480. The frame rate indicates the number of frames

being captured per second. The resolution indicates the number of pixels in each frame. In

my video every frame consists of 780 columns and 480 rows of pixels. For a colored frame,

every pixel consists of three component intensities red, green and blue.

Initially, I split the video frames into four quadrants. However, only the �rst quadrant

is used for analysis because I observed that most changes and uctuations occur within the

�rst quadrant. In the video frames of �nger pulse, I observed, the most prominant color was

Red, with others tending to Zero. So, in this automation process I am extracting each frame

from video. In every frame I cropped the �rst quadrant for analysis. There I found the red

component intensity for each pixel and determined the average of red intensities of all the

pixels. This analysis of the �rst quadrant of a frame gives the frame's red intensity value.

With this process, I can determine the �ger pulse red component intensities.

In addition to determining the red intensity, I am able to analyze the video �le's frames

to identify their time stamps, which represents the time of each frame within the duration

of total video. With this process, I have both red component intensities and time stamps of

every frame in a video. Figure 3.8 shows a comparison between the video signals processed

o�ine in Matlab and at realtime in mobile phone for the same source signal.

Estimation of Audio Intensities from Audio Signal. I recorded heart sounds in a raw PCM

format using a customized external microphone at a sampling rate of 8KHz(8000 samples
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Figure 3.8. Comparison between o�ine and realtime processed video signals (a)Video

Signal Processed in Matlab (b) Video Signal Processed at real time in Mobile Phone

per second). I then extract and �lter samples from audio �le using zero-phase digital �ltering.

The time stamp of every sample is calculated using the equation 8.

(8) T imestampof Samplex = Samplexnumber � 1=F requency

With this process I am able to �nd the intensities and time stamps of every sample in an

audio signal. Figure 3.9 shows a comparison between the audio signal processed o�ine and

realtime in the mobile for the same source signal.

Synchronization of Audio and Video Signals. During recording of heart sounds and �nger

pulse I could have a delay in starting of audio and video processes. Even a few milliseconds of

di�erence in start times a�ects accuracy. To avoid this, I synchronized the audio and video

signals. To achieve synchronization, I curtail or expand the audio signal, based on the video's

start time. Algorithm 3 explains the synchronization process used [17].

(9)

S1(k; i ; xi ; T ) =
max(xi � xi�1; xi � xi�2; :::::xi � xi�k) +max(xi � xi+1; xi � xi+2; :::::xi � xi+k)

2
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Figure 3.9. Comparison between o�ine and realtime processed audio signals (a)Audio

Signal Processed in Matlab (b) Audio Signal Processed at real time in Mobile Phone

Algorithm 3 Calibration for synchronous start of Data, synchronizes video and audio signals

based on their start times

INPUT:Timestamps of Audio and Video Start (SS and SV )

OUTPUT:Synchronous audio data

SyncStart = SS � SV

if SyncStart � 0 then

Add Null data for SyncStart milliseconds towards start of the audio dataset

end if

if SyncStart < 0 then

Delete data for SyncStart milliseconds from the start of the audio dataset

end if

[28]

Detecting Valleys in Video Signal. When the light passes through a �nger during a dias-

tolic pulse, most of the light is reected. This results in bright frames. This change in light

intensity creates an alternative pattern similar to pulse pattern. Algorithm 4 [28] describes

the method of detecting the valleys.
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Algorithm 4 Valley detection in video signal, detects the valleys in video signal using the

following valley detection algorithm

INPUT: T = x1; x2; x3:::::xN; N

fVideo Framesg

INPUT: k = 5

fWindow Size around a peakg

INPUT: h = 1:5

fUsually 1�h�3g

OUTPUT:O

fSet of detected peaksg

O = �

fInitially emptyg

for (i=1;i�n;i++) do

a[i ]=S1(k; i ; xi ; T );

fCompute peak function value for each of N points using equation 9 g

end for

Compute Mean m' and standard deviation s' for all positive values in array a;

for (i=1;i�n;i++) do

fremove local peaks which are greater in the contextg

if a[i]<0 && (a[i]-m')<(h*s') then

O=OU(xi);

end if

end for

Order peaks in O interms of increasing index in T

fretain only one peak of the set of peaks within a distance of kg

for every adjacent pair of peaks xi and xj in O

if (j-i)�k then

remove all the larger values of xi ; xj from O

end if
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Detecting Peaks of Audio Signal. I used the signal's amplitude levels to identify the heart

sounds. Each peak in the signal is considered to be one heart beat. By examining the audio

signal's peaks, I identify the heart sounds' amplitudes and time stamps. Algorithm 5 [28] is

used for detecting the peaks in the given audio signal

Estimating Vascular Transit Time(VTT). The time di�erence between the video peak

and its corresponding audio peak as shown in the Figure 3.5 gives the vascular transit Time.

During the measurement, I recorded the heart sounds on the chest. The sounds are reected

in the �gure pulse. For each measurement, the audio peak comes �rst and the concerned

video peak follows. Algorithm 6 describes the process of calculating the vascular transit Time.

In this algorithm, the threshold has been determined by analyzing hundreds of readings for

detecting the concerned audio peak for every video peak. The time stamps of the peak values

of both audio and video are used in the peak detection process.

3.4.2. Estimating Ejection Time and Heart Rate

Ejection time is the time di�erence between opening and closing of aortic valves

as shown in the �gure 3.7, so the di�erence between S1 and S2 gives the ejection time.

Algorithm 7 gives the detailed description of the process. Here in this algorithm I considered

the S1 and S2 of audio signal for easy analysis.

Heart rate is de�ned as the number of beats per second, I count the number of peaks

in the audio signal and calibrate it to one minute. This gives the number of beats per second.

3.5. Results

I have analyzed over 200 readings from di�erent categories of people and Table 3.1

presents a sample set of data analyzed from �ve di�erent individuals using the proposed

method along with the actual blood pressure measured using a traditional blood pressure

meter. The results indicate a good percentage of accuracy varying from 90-100%.

Measurement duration plays a major role in a reading's accuracy. A person's BP varies

through the day and may not be constant over a minute. I can derive BP values for data
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Algorithm 5 Peak detection in audio signal, detects peaks in an audio signal using the

following peak detection algorithm

INPUT: T = x1; x2; x3:::::xN; N

fAudio Samplesg

INPUT: k = 2500

fWindow Size around a peakg

INPUT: h = 1:5

fUsually 1�h�3g

OUTPUT:O

fSet of detected peaksg

O = �

fInitially emptyg

for (i=1;i�n;i++) do

a[i ]=S1(k; i ; xi ; T );

fCompute peak function value for each of N points using equation 9g

end for

Compute Mean m' and standard deviation s' for all positive values in array a;

for (i=1;i�n;i++) do

fremove local peaks which are smaller in the contextg

if a[i]>0 && (a[i]-m')>(h*s') then

O=OU(xi);

end if

end for

Order peaks in O interms of increasing index in T

fretain only one peak of the set of peaks within a distance of kg

for every adjacent pair of peaks xi and xj in O

if (j-i)�k then

remove all the smaller values of xi ; xj from O

end if
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Algorithm 6 Estimation of VTT, calculates the Vascular Transit Time (VTT) using the time

di�erence between concerned audio, video peaks and valleys

INPUT:Timestamps of Peak Values of Audio and Video

OUTPUT:Vascular Transit Time

Get the nearest timestamp value of Audio Valley to Video Valley

Timedi�=VT � AT

if Timedi� > 150 && Timedi� < 400 then

VTT=Timedi�;

else

Neglect the peak values

end if

Algorithm 7 Estimation of ejection time, calculates the ejection time using the time di�erence

between opening and closure of heart valves

INPUT:Timestamps of Peak Values of Audio

OUTPUT:Ejection Time

for (i=1;i� totalpeaks;i++) do

Timedi�=PeakiT ime � Peaki�1T ime

if Timedi� > 200 then

ET=Timedi�;

else

Neglect the peak values

end if

end for

recorded even for two seconds but the accuracy levels are very low. To obtain a reliable and

accurate reading, I recommend a 20 second interval.
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Table 3.1. Accuracy of measured systolic and diastolic pressures compared to the

actual value on meter

Actual Systolic

Pressure

Measured PS Accuracy % Actual Diastolic

Pressure

Measured Pd Accuracy %

138 139.77 98.73363 85 93.34 91.06492

118 120.88 97.61747 80 75.7 94.625

132 127.87 96.87121 90 82.28 91.42222

128 126.97 99.19531 90 87.83 97.58889

136 134.99 99.25735 85 85.7 99.1832

138 138.48 99.65338 90 92.25 97.56098

128 128.74 99.4252 85 85.19 99.77697

122 125.15 97.48302 80 79.92 99.9

Table 3.2. Details of the subjects

Subjects Age(years) Height(cm) Weight(lbs)

Subject1 25 177 169

Subject2 26 172 154

Subject3 24 170 135

Subject4 22 165 180

Subject5 28 175 170

Figure 3.10 shows the variability of systolic pressure for di�erent durations of mea-

surement. In the �gure I can observe that the systolic pressure values vary until 20secs of

recording time and is consistent for rest of the duration.
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Figure 3.10. Demonstrates the variability of estimated systolic pressure using the

proposed method for di�erent durations of measurement

3.5.1. Statistical Analysis

A Bland-Altman plot [23] is a method of data plotting used in analyzing the agreement

between two di�erent measurement techniques. For comparing the two techniques the line

of equality is much informative and is essential to provide a correct visual assessment of the

relation between two techniques.

Figure 3.11. Bland-Altman plot showing a comparison between traditional and smart

phone based blood pressure measurement techniques
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Figure 3.11 shows a comparison between systolic pressure values calculated using

traditional blood pressure meter and smart phone using my methodology. All the data values

lie very near to the line of equality, indicating that the measurements from the two techniques

were very similar.

3.5.2. Limitations

(i) The customized external microphone used in this methodology may not be available

to the people at all times and the technical speci�cations of the external microphone

may di�er for every manufacturer resulting in variations in the amplitude levels of

the recorded heart sounds.

(ii) The hardware speci�cations of all devices are not common for all the mobile phones,

the LED ash available in phone may not be available in all the devices as standard.

Upgrades of the present application are needed for it work in new software versions.

(iii) In this methodology, the subjects needs to be sitting upright with the arm holding the

camera in level of the heart, variations in the posture may result in slight variations

on the accuracy.

3.6. Summary

This chapter started with a brief introduction to the architecture of blood pressure

estimation followed by the terminologies used throughout the discussion. To overcome the

drawbacks in using the built-in microphone and camera simultaneously, I designed an external

microphone which was used to record the heart sounds in my methodology. This microphone

consisted of an attachment of stethoscope diaphragm,a microphone and a mobile phone

adapter. I recorded �nger pulses by placing the �nger over the smart phone`s camera lens.

The subject applied a moderate pressure to facilitate accurate recording. The application

discussed in Chapter 2 guides the user in handling the setup for recording �nger pulse and

heart sounds.
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The recorded heart sounds and �nger pulse were processed within the mobile. With

my approach I processed and analyzed my data within the mobile device using the previously

described equations to calculate systolic and diastolic pressures. The red intensities were

calculated by extracting the red color intensity of each pixel in every video frame. The peaks

in both video and audio data were considered as beats and both the signals were synchronized

and the vascular transit time (VTT) was calculated for estimating the systolic pressure. The

pulse pressure and stroke volume which were calculated using the ejection time, heart rate,

age, height and weight of the subject. Using the pulse pressure and calculated systolic pressure

the diastolic pressure was calculated using the stated relation.

Hundreds of systolic pressure and diastolic pressure values calculated using my method-

ology, a comparison is provided between a sample set of calculated systolic pressure, diastolic

pressure and actual systolic, diastolic pressures calculated using traditional blood pressure

device was provided. The proposed technique provided with encouraging results of high

accuracy(90-100%). A comparison was provided over the duration of blood pressure mea-

surement and variation in systolic pressure values, my analysis indicated a constant systolic

pressure over 20 seconds of measurement duration. Chapter 4 discusses the development

of remote heart beat monitoring system using smart phones through which physicians can

remotely monitor the patients health condition.
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CHAPTER 4

REMOTE HEART BEAT MONITORING

4.1. Introduction

According to American Heart Association statistics [32] an estimated 82,600,000

American adults i.e greater than 1 in 3 have one or more types of cardiovascular diseases

and 1 in every 3 deaths occur due to cardiovascular diseases. The statistics on di�erent

cardiovascular diseases listed in the table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Death rates due to di�erent cardiovascular diseases

Disease Death rate

High Blood Pressure 76,400,000

Coronary heart disease 16,300,000

Heart Failure 5,700,000

Stroke 7,000,000

Congenital cardiovascular defects 650,000 to 1,300,000

The heart rate, blood pressure and heart sounds play a major role in diagnosing the

health condition of a person. The heart sounds can be used for diagnosing the cardiovascular

diseases [15]. The cardiac murmurs can be used for diagnosing the cardiac disorders and to

make a better diagnosis [25]. Figure 4.1 shows the di�erence between healthy and abnormal

heart beats.

The death rate due to CardioVascular diseases can be reduced with regular diagnosis.

It may not be possible for patients to go regularly to the hospitals for health checkups, and

physicians require periodical report on their patients' heart for better diagnosis. To solve

such problems I propose a method for remote monitoring of heart beats, through which the

physicians can monitor the heart beats of the patient from a remote place such as from
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1. Comparison between healthy and abnormal heart beats

(a)Phonocardiograph of a Healthy heart (b) Phonocardiograph of an abnormal

heart. ImageSource: [13]

work or recreation place and save them for future reference. With this form of remote

monitoring using smart phone, patients can be diagnosed regularly to prevent any chance of

cardiovascular diseases.

4.2. Data Transmission

For establishing a remote heart beat monitoring, I use two smart phones one acts as

a sender and other acting as receiver. A customized external microphone attached to the

sender's smart phone is used for recording the heart sounds and WiFi is used for transferring

the data between the mobiles. The sender and receiver register using the IP address before

transferring the data. The subject localizes the heart beat using the methodology described

in Chapter 2. Once the appropriate location is found, the subject records the heart beat and

sends the data to the other smart phone registered prior to the recording. The data is trans-

ferred through WiFi simultaneously during recording of the heart sounds. Both the sender

and receiver save the sent and received data respectively for future references. Figure 4.2

shows the process of remote heart beat monitoring.

The receiver on the other end can play the received audio signal with bluetooth speak-

ers, �gure 4.3 shows the complete setup of remote heartbeat monitoring.
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Figure 4.2. Process of remote heart beat monitoring

Figure 4.3. Setup of remote heart beat monitoring: The sender transfer the heart

sounds from his mobile to another remote mobile through the network using WiFi,

the receiver on the other end reads the incoming audio signal and transfers the signals

simultaneously to bluetooth speakers for playing.
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4.2.1. Implementation

The two mobiles are connected through WiFi using sockets. Figure 4.4 shows the

socket establishment and communication between the client and server. The server would

�rst listen and accept a connection and then fork a new process to communicate with the

client. The listening process �rst uses the socket operation to create a stream and the

bind operation to bind its socket to the server's socket address. The server uses the listen

operation to listen for connections on a socket. The server uses the accept system call to

accept connection requested by a client. After a connection is established, the server(sender)

uses the write and client(receiver) uses read operations to send and receive the audio stream

respectively. The audio stream is transferred from server to client simultaneously during

recording. The socket connection is closed once the recording is complete.

Figure 4.4. Socket calls
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Figure 4.5 shows the WLAN architecture in Android. The WiFi Manager is a service

and a framework component which is used by the application to query the wi� related func-

tionality to the driver. It also manages the link connectivity and di�erent networks. WiFi

Service is also a framework component which manages WiFi commands from di�erent appli-

cations and executes the WiFi commands to the driver using Java Network Interface provided.

Wpa Supplicant is designed for implementing security methods like WPA, WPA2 and WEP

and for key negotiation with the wi� driver. This is designed as a common component for

di�erent platforms. WLAN shared library(.so) is provided by the vendor who is providing wi�

solution and will have the interfaces to interact with wi� driver APIs. This will be loaded in

UserSpace. Wi� hardware includes the Wi� chip along with the kernel driver.

Figure 4.5. WLAN architecture in Android. Source: [11]

Once the receiver starts receiving the audio stream from the sender, the audio samples

are transferred to the Bluetooth speakers for playing. The audio streaming happens between

sender & receiver through wi� and receiver & speakers through Bluetooth.
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4.3. Results

Table 4.2 provides an analysis of the application based on heart sounds sent and

received. I can observe no loss of heart beats on receiver's end. The number of heart beats

sent and received are provided in the table.

Table 4.2. Details of the subjects

Heart Beats sent Heart Beats received

72 72

66 66

73 73

68 68

65 65

70 70

67 67

Mean Opinion Score(MOS) test has been used for decades to obtain the human

user's view of the quality of network. MOS has been used for analyzing the developed

remote monitoring system. MOS has been collected from physicians and people with medical

background for quality analysis of heart sounds at the receiver's end. The analysts experienced

almost the same quality of heart sounds on the receiver's end. Physicians experienced the

quality of heart sounds to be su�cient for diagnosing the patient's health condition. Table 4.3

provides the opinion score of physicians in using my application. The physicians were able to

hear the whooshing and rasping sounds caused due to the turbulent ow of blood through

the valves.
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Table 4.3. Details of the analyst

Analyst Opinion Score Designation Comments

Analyst1 9/10 Acupuncturist Convinced with the quality of heart sounds and are as

good as the conventional stethoscope. Should avoid dis-

tractions from the environment

Analyst2 9/10 Bach therapist Excited with the quality, able to distinguish between dif-

ferent heart sounds. Ear phones could be a better option

rather than speakers

Analyst3 7.5/10 Medical o�cer Fascinated with this application as it has lot of future use

in diagnosing cardiovascular diseases. Should decrease

the background noises and the rubbing sounds, need to

extract just the heart sounds

Analyst4 8.5/10 Kinesiologist Very interesting and will be completely useful for people.

Should be more re�ned

4.4. Summary

This chapter discussed the methodology of remote heart beat monitoring using two

smart phones. The patient uses his smart phone and connects to the physician's smart

phone through WiFi, once the connection is established the patient records his heart sounds

and sends them to physician's smart phone simultaneously. Through this methodology the

physician can diagnose patient's health condition and maintain a record of it. Next chapter

provides a clear picture on software design of the developed application for blood pressure

measurement.
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CHAPTER 5

SOFTWARE DESIGN OF BLOOD PRESSURE ESTIMATION APPLICATION

5.1. Introduction

5.1.1. Purpose

This document discusses in detail the requirements and functionality of blood pressure

estimation application built on Android 2.2 operating system. This software requirements

section provides a complete discussion on development of the speci�ed application and its

associated applications.

5.1.2. Application Scope

The blood pressure estimation application discussed is used to calculate the blood

pressure of a person using a smart phone. This application is developed for all categories

of people and the main objective in developing this application is to provide people with an

easily accessible device for measuring their blood pressure at all times either at home, work

or any recreation places.

5.1.3. Application Perspective

This application is developed as an alternative for blood pressure measuring devices

which are not portable. This is developed using Android open source camera application and

APIs for smart phones working on android platform. The open source application which is

used in developing my application should be having access to the camera, ash, memory,

should be robust and user friendly.

5.1.4. Application Features

The users can use this application to

1)Record their �nger pulse.

2)Record their heart beats.
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3)Localize their heart sounds on chest.

4)Process the recorded �nger pulse, heart beats and know their blood pressure and heart rate

based on the methodology used.

5)Send/Receive the recorded heart sounds to/from another smart phone using WiFi.

5.1.5. Operating Environment

This application is developed on Android 2.2 platform. The device being used should

have the compatibility of camera, ash and 3.3mm jack for external microphone. Apart from

the mobile hardware a customized external microphone is used in the setup.

5.2. Introduction to Android

Android is a mobile operating system running on the Linux kernel. It allows developers

to write managed code in Java programming language, controlling the device via Java libraries

developed by Google. The central feature of Android operating system is that it allows an

application to reuse other application's components, provided those applications permit it.

For this to work, the system must be able to start an application process when any part of it

are needed, and instantiate the Java classes for that part. Therefore, unlike the applications

on most other operating systems, Android applications don't have a single entry point for

everything in the application (no main() function, for example). Instead, they are composed

of components that the system can instantiate and run as needed. There are four types of

those components: 1) Activities - present a visual user interface for one focused endeavor

2) Services - run in the background for an inde�nite period of time 3) Broadcast receivers -

receive and react to broadcast announcements 4) Content providers - make a speci�c set of

the application's data available to other applications

Recording application provides a user interface for streaming video and audio content

to a remote server. Activities are the only components that deal with user interface, and
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because of that, this application is based on activities. Some basic aspects of the Android

activities are described in the following text.

Activities in the system are managed as a stack. When a new activity is started, it

is placed on the top of the stack and becomes the running activity { the previous activity

always remains below it in the stack, and will not come to the foreground again until the new

activity exits. An activity has essentially four states:

(i) If an activity in the foreground of the screen (at the top of the stack), it is active

or running.

(ii) If an activity has lost focus but is still visible (that is, a new non-full-sized or trans-

parent activity has focus on top of your activity), it is paused. A paused activity

is completely alive (it maintains all state and member information and remains at-

tached to the window manager), but can be killed by the system during extreme low

memory situations.

(iii) If an activity is completely obscured by another activity, it is stopped. It still retains

all state and member information, however, it is no longer visible to the user so its

window is hidden and it will often be killed by the system when memory is needed

elsewhere.

(iv) If an activity is paused or stopped, the system can drop the activity from memory

by either asking it to �nish, or simply killing its process. When it is displayed again

to the user, it must be completely restarted and restored to its previous state.

Figure 5.1 shows the life cycle of an activity in Android. The entire lifecycle of an

activity is de�ned by the Activity methods described in pseudo code 8. All of these are hooks

that you can override to do appropriate work when the activity changes state. All activities will

implement onCreate(Bundle) to do their initial setup; many will also implement onPause()

to commit changes to data and otherwise prepare to stop interacting with the user. You

should always call up to your superclass when implementing these methods.
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Figure 5.1. Android activity life cycle,source [1]

Algorithm 8 Life cycle of Android, describes the life cycle of activity in an Android application.

onCreate method is used to do the initial setup of an application

INPUT: Activity on the application

Use onCreate to start setup

Use onStart to perform an action on start of the application

Use onRestart to perform an activity on restart

Use onResume to perform an activity on resume

Use onPause to perform an activity on pausing the application

Use onStop to perform an activity on stopping the application

Use onDestroy to destroy all the resources reserved

5.3. Description of the application

This application is developed to calculate the blood pressure of a person using the

built-in camera with LED ash and an external microphone. This application consists of

three modules and is capable of recording both video and audio simultaneously into di�erent

�les. Figure 5.2 shows the ow of all the modules in the application.
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Figure 5.2. Blood pressure estimation application

5.3.1. Recording Video and Audio

When the application is turned on, ash will be in on-mode and camera starts recording

the video and external microphone plugged into the phone records the audio. Recording of

video and audio is a simultaneous process and they are multi threaded. The recorded data is

saved into di�erent �les along with their start times.

5.3.2. Video and Audio Processing

The recorded video �le is processed frame by frame for red component values in each

frame. OpenCv libraries are imported into the project for processing the video �le. The audio

samples are extracted from the �le for analysis.

5.3.3. Analysis

The red component values of each frame extracted are considered as samples. All

the video and audio samples are subjected to peak detection using the peak detection algo-

rithms. And the samples of audio and video are synchronized using their start times. After

synchronization, the time stamps of the detected peaks in both audio and video are collected,

the di�erence in the time of corresponding peaks of video and audio is calculated, this dif-

ference is called as Vascular Transit Time which is used for �nding the systolic pressure.The
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time di�erence between the set of peaks in audio is calculated, which in further is used for

calculating the diastolic pressure.

5.4. Module Description

The complete application is divided into three di�erent modules as speci�ed in the

previous section. All the modules are inter related, �rst the recording is done followed by

video and audio processing and thereafter analysis.

5.4.1. Audio and Video Recording

Audio is recorded using the microphone and video using camera, both the recordings

are done simultaneously using threads. During the process, the recorded data is stored into

memory as two di�erent �les. Figure 5.3 shows the ow and Table A in Appendix A describes

all the methods of audio and video recording module.

Figure 5.3. Video and audio recording
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A path for storing the �les is de�ned, if the directories don't exist they are created

using the �le object

Algorithm 9 AudioThread, creates an object for recording audio using microphone and saves

the data in SD card of the phone

INPUT: AudioSource, SampleRate, ChannelCon�g, AudioFormat, Bu�erSize

OUTPUT: AudioRecord object, for recording audio

Create a Bu�eredOutputStream using the FileOutputStream

Create a DataOutputStream using the Bu�eredOutputStream

Create an object for AudioRecord class using the given parameters

Algorithm 10 Run, this is a thread which takes care of recording audio from microphone

while video is being recorded from camera using another thread

INPUT: AudioRecord object

OUTPUT: Data in .PCM �le

start the recording using the object created for AudioRecord class

Record the starting time of audio recording

call Write�le(currentTimemillis);

WHILE is recording

read from the AudioRecord object and store in a bu�er

Write to a �le from the bu�er
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Algorithm 11 initializeRecorder, used to set the parameters for creating a mediaRecorder

object for recording video from camera

INPUT: Camera, videosource, outputformat, bitrate, framerate, encoder, videosize, max-

duartion

OUTPUT: MediaRecorder object

Create a media recorder for MediaRecorder class

set all the resources to media recorder object

mMediaRecorder.setCamera(Camera);

mMediaRecorder.setVideoSource(videosource);

mMediaRecorder.setOutputformat(outputformat);

mMediaRecorder.setVideoEncodingBitRate(bitRate);

mMediaRecorder.setVideoFrameRate(framerate);

mMediaRecorder.setVideoEncoder(encoder);

mMediaRecorder.setVideoSize(int,int);

mMediaRecorder.setMaxDuration(int);

Algorithm 12 onShutterButtonClick, used for starting and stopping the application whenever

there is an activity from the user on the screen

INPUT: Activity

IF MediaRecorder is Recording

stop recording

ELSE

Start recording;
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Algorithm 13 startVideoRecording, used for the starting video and audio recording using the

objects created for AudioRecord and MediaRecorder classes

INPUT: AudioRecord, MediaRecorder objects

OUTPUT: Audio and Video in .PCM, .3gp �les

check the memory status

IF storage status not equal to STORAGE STATUS OK

return

check the mediarecorder

IF MediaRecorder is equal to NULL

return;

start audioThread

Write data to �le

Update recording time for every second

Algorithm 14 stopvideorecording, used to stop video and audio recording threads

INPUT: Activity

OUTPUT: Termination

stop media recorder

stop audio thread

release all the media recorder resources

5.4.2. Audio and Video Processing

Audio and Video processing are done within the mobile, openCV libraries are used for

video processing. This module works on extraction of video frames, sample of audio �le and

their time stamps. Peak detection is performed over the video frames and audio samples, the

time stamps of both video and audio are used for analysis. Figure 5.4 shows the ow and

Table A-2 in Appendix A describes all the methods of audio and video processing module.
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Figure 5.4. Audio and video processing

Algorithm 15 getting, used to grab frames and their timestamps from video �le

INPUT: Video �le with .3gp �le format

OUTPUT: Red intensity values of frames and timestamps

create an object for FFmpegFrameGrabber with the video�le as an argument

start the frame grabber

WHILE not end of frames

Read the frames

crop each frame

Read the time stamp of each frame

Average value of Red pixel values in each frame
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Algorithm 16 Peakaudio, extracts the audio samples from audio �le with .PCM �le format

and detects the peaks

INPUT: Audio�le

OUTPUT: Detected peaks of audiosamples

organizes the peak detection

uses the peakdetection algorithm explained in Algorithm 5

Algorithm 17 Peakdetect, detects the valleys of red intensity values in a video �le

INPUT: Redintensity values of video frames

OUTPUT: Detected peaks

organizes the peak detection

calculate the value of function using the equation speci�ed in 9 and by passing samples as

arguments

Peak detection using the algorithm 5

5.4.3. Analysis

This module concentrates over the analysis of video , audio peaks and their time

stamps. The calculation part is implemented in this module for �nding the Vascular Transit

Time(VTT), Stroke Volume(SV), Pulse Pressure(PP), Ejection Time(ET), Heart Rate(Hr),

Systolic Pressure(Ps) and Diastolic Pressure(Pd). Figure 5.5 shows the ow and Table A-3

in Appendix A describes all the methods of analysis module.

5.5. Hardware and Software Requirements

Smart phone capabilities:

� Camera

� LED ash

� 3.5mm, 4-conductor headset jack

External Microphone:
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Figure 5.5. Analysis

Algorithm 18 Calculation of VTT, HR, SV, PP, Ps and Pd

INPUT: Audiopeak timestamps, Videopeak timestamps

OUTPUT: Heart rate, stroke volume, pulse pressure, systolic pressure, diastolic pressure.

FOR videopeaks less than video count

FOR audiopeaks less than audio count

Timedi�=videopeaktime-audiopeaktime

End FOR

End FOR

calculate the heart rate , strokevolume, pulspressure, systolic pressure and diastolic pressure

values

� 50-18,000Hz frequency response

� Sensitivity -54dB

� Impedance 1,000 ohms

� Stethoscope

� 3.5mm adapter for mobile phone

Software:

� Android 2.3 (Gingerbread) or higher
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5.6. Summary

In this chapter, I discussed the software design of blood pressure estimation application

on smart phone. Scope of the given application, design and implementation were clearly

discussed. The complete application was divided into three modules, description of each

method and pseudo codes were provided to give clear picture on the implementation. The

ow charts provided could guide through the connectivity between modules and between

methods in each module.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

This thesis provided an approach for analyzing blood pressure and heart sounds of

a person during emergency situations or regular diagnosis using a smart phone. With the

proposed methodology, a user can estimate his/her blood pressure and transfer heart sounds

to the physician for diagnosis from a remote place.

To enhance the proper usage of blood pressure estimation, two di�erent applications

were developed to help the user to localize the heart beats and �nger pulse using which the

blood pressure was calculated. The supporting applications could help the user to measure

his/her blood pressure with no di�culty.

Below, I list the contributions of each chapter.

6.1. Summary of Contributions

� Chapter 2(Heart beat and �nger pulse localization): In this chapter, I presented

the importance of heart beat and �nger pulse localization in estimating the blood

pressure and their development. These applications were able to help the users in

identifying the correct location of heart sounds on chest and in applying optimal

pressure over the camera lens for recording �nger pulse.

� Chapter 3(Blood pressure estimation using single smart phone): In this chapter,

I proposed a methodology for blood pressure estimation using the heart sounds

and �nger pulse. The heart sounds were calculated using a customized external

microphone plugged into the smart phone and the �nger pulse using in-built camera

and LED ash. I provided the analysis of systolic and diastolic pressure values

calculated using the proposed methodology.
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� Chapter 4(Remote heart beat monitoring): In this chapter, I presented a technique

for monitoring the heart beats of a person from a remote place. Using this applica-

tion the user can record his/her heart sounds and set a live streaming of recording

heart sounds to physician's smart phone. The physician can establish a connection

between his smart phone and speakers using bluetooth connectivity to diagnose the

patients health condition through incoming heart sounds and preserve the data for

future references.

� Chapter 5(Software Design of Blood Pressure Estimation application): In this chap-

ter, I provided the technical design of blood pressure estimation application with

ow charts and pseudo codes.

To conclude, this thesis has evolved from interdisciplinary research involving Human

anatomy, signal processing, video processing and software development

6.2. Limitations

A customized external microphone was used for blood pressure estimation to record

heart sounds, which deprives the application from being purely smart phone based and users

may not hold the device at all times. The blood pressure estimation application cannot be

used for people with high fat around their chest due to very low audibility of heart sounds.

The remote heart beat monitoring system is at initial stages of development and needs an

advancement in improving quality of the beats for diagnosis.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF METHODS IMPLEMENTED IN BP ESTIMATION APPLICATION

Table A-1. Description of methods used in Audio and Video Recording module

Method name Class name Description

onCreate() VideoCamera This method is called when the application is started.

This method creates the audio and video recording

threads.

Pathfor�les() AudioThread This method is used to set name and path for the audio

�les in which the recorded heart sounds are being stored

AudioThread() AudioThread This is a constructor for AudioThread class, in this

method the bu�er output stream and data output stream

are set for the given �le output stream with the given

�lename set in pathfor�les() method. An object for

AudioRecord class is created using the parameters au-

diosource, samplerate in Hz, channelcon�g, audiofor-

mat and bu�ersize in bytes. The implementation of this

method is described in the pseudo code 9

Continued on next page
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Table A-1 { Continued from previous page

Method name Class name Description

Run() AudioThread In this method, audiorecording is started using the object

created for AudioRecord class in AudioThread() con-

structor. When the recording is started a boolean vari-

able isRecording is set to true and while isRecording is

true the data is read from the object "record,an Au-

dioRecord class object" and stored to a bu�er. When

the bu�er is full the data from bu�er is read and written

to the audio �le using data output stream. This process

continues until the recording is stopped. The implemen-

tation of this method is described in the pseudo code 10

Write�le() AudioThread This method is called when the audio record is started

and used to write the starting time of audio recording to

a text �le.

Stopaudio() AudioThread This method is used to stop the audio recording and

release the "record-AudioRecord class object". The

Boolean variable "isRecording" is set to false when the

recording is stopped.

initializeRecorder() VideoCamera Create a mediarecorder, set the recording device, output

�le format, video encoding bit rate, video frame rate,

video encoder, set video size, max duration. The im-

plementation of this method is described in the pseudo

code 11

Continued on next page
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Table A-1 { Continued from previous page

Method name Class name Description

onShutterButtonClick() VideoCamera When the button in the interface is clicked if the record-

ing is in process it will be stopped else it will be started.

The implementation of this method is described in the

pseudo code 12

startVideoRecording() VideoCamera This method checks the memory status and if the mem-

ory is full, it pops up a message and the application is

terminated, else the audio recording thread and media

recorder for video recording are started and the Boolean

variable mMediaRecorderRecording is set to true. The

recording time is updated for every second. The im-

plementation of this method is described in the pseudo

code 13

updateRecordingTime() VideoCamera This method is used to display the recording time in sec-

onds.

Write�le() VideoCamera Used to write the video recording start time into a text

�le.

stopVideoRecording() VideoCamera Stops mediarecorder, audio thread and releases the me-

dia recorder. Calls the frame grabber once the media

recorder is released. The implementation of this method

is described in the pseudo code 14
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Table A-2. Description of methods used in Audio and Video processing module

Method name Class name Description

FrameGrabber() FrameGrabber This is a constructor of FrameGrabber class, this handles

the frame extraction of video and audio, peak detection

of video and audio.

Getting() FrameGrabber An object for �mpegFrameGrabber with video �le as an

argument is created. And using the object the video

frames are extracted as described in pseudo code 15.

cvSetImageROI This is a prede�ned method from opencv libraries. This

method is used to crop every frame.

Peakaudio() Peakaudio This is a constructor of Peakaudio class, this method is

used to extract the audio samples from an audio �le as

described in pseudo code 16.

Peakdetect() Peakdetectaudio This method handles the peak detection of audio samples

as described in pseudo code 17.

Funcs() Peakdetectaudio This method calculates the values for every sample as

speci�ed in equation 9

Calpeak() Peakdetectaudio This method detects the peaks of the given samples as

speci�ed in algorithm 5

Valleydetect() Valleydetectvideo This method handles the peak detection of Video frames.

Funcs() Valleydetectvideo This method calculates the values for every frame as

speci�ed in equation 9

Calpeak() Valleydetectvideo This method detects the valleys of the given samples as

speci�ed in algorithm 4

stopVideoRecording() Valleydetectvideo This method is used to write the Video peaks and their

timestamps.
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Table A-3. Description of methods used in Analysis module

Method name Class name Description

syncvalsavmain Syncvalsav This method takes the time stamps of audio, video peaks

and calculates the Vascular Transit Time(VTT). The

heart rate, pulse pressure,stroke volume , systolic pres-

sure and diastolic pressure values are calculated using the

method described in the pseudo code 18.

Writevtt Syncvalsav This method writes the heart rate, Ejection Time , Pulse

Pressure, Stroke Volume, Systolic Pressure and Diastolic

Pressure into a �le.
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